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The problem of optimal impulsive collision avoidance between two colliding ob
jects in 3-dimensional elliptical Keplerian orbits is investigated with the purpose 
of establishing the optimal impulse direction and orbit location that give rise to 
the maximum miss distance following the maneuver. Closed-form analytical ex
pressions are provided that predicts such distance and can be employed to perform 
a full optimization analysis. After verifying the accuracy of the expression for 
any orbital eccentricity and encounter geometry the optimum maneuver direction 
is derived as a function of the arc length separation between the maneuver point 
and the predicted collision point. The provided formulas can be used for high-
accuracy instantaneous estimation of the outcome of a generic impulsive collision 
avoidance maneuver and its optimization. 

INTRODUCTION 

The accumulation of space debris in low and geostationary Earth orbit is threatening the future 
of space utilization and calls for immediate action. One way to limit the continuous growth of the 
space objects' population is to prevent collisions involving massive satellites and rocket bodies. 
Along this line, three types of mitigation measures have been considered: post-mission disposal 
(PMD) of satellites and upper stages, active collision avoidance (ACA) of maneuverable satellites 
and active debris removal (ADR) of defunct satellites and upper stages left in orbit. While no 
ADR operation has yet taken place (due to its high technological complexity) PMD and ACA are 
conducted routinely. 

Typically, an ACA evasive maneuver is performed following a conjunction event whose collision 
probability exceeds a limit threshold of 10~4. Depending on the accuracy of the tracking system 
the "reaction time" available before the collision takes place can go from 1-2 days to a few hours. 

According to a U.S. military analysis, an average of ten collision avoidance maneuvers were 
carried out every week in 2010.1 

Collision avoidance bares an important cost for satellite operators and is very much related to 
the accumulation of space debris in the near future together with the improvement of ground based 
tracking systems. Both trends will lead to the situation in which more and more collisions with 
smaller and smaller fragments will be predicted. This will in the end increase the fuel and oper
ational cost of collision avoidance and, in turn, the interest for optimum solutions. In particular, 
last-minute non-tangential maneuvers may become more frequent. The thrust vector direction opti
mization in this case is non-trivial and approximate analytical solutions would be highly desirable. 

The best known analytical model describing the collision dynamics and impact probability be
tween two orbiting objects was proposed by Akella and Alfriend in 2000.2 Based on a uniform 
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rectilinear motion approximation near the impact event they were able to accurately describe the 

objects relative motion and their collision probability. 

Starting from a similar model, an analytical solution is here provided to describe the position shift 

in the collision b-plane of the two objects fol lowing a generic impulsive maneuver carried out wi th 

a given angular separation of the maneuver point wi th respect to the predicted collision. The model 

is valid for generic orbital elements of the two colliding objects and shows excellent agreement wi th 

a ful l numerical solutions. 

Next, an optimization analysis is carried out to determine the optimum thrust direction conditions 

and instant of the maneuver. As expected i t is seen that maneuvers carried out wi th an available 

time-span exceeding of few orbits are characterized by a nearly tangential impulse applied near to 

the orbit periapsis. However, last-minute maneuvers are in general counter-intuitive and strongly 

dependent on the encounter geometry. This is in agreement wi th results obtained when analyzing 

the optimal impulsive deflection of Earth-threatening asteroids.3 

T H E I M P U L S I V E C O L L I S I O N A V O I D A N C E P R O B L E M 

The fundamental collision avoidance problem for the case of a single impulsive maneuver can be 

formulated in a quite straightforward manner: 

Let us suppose a collision is predicted to occur between two satellites S\ and S2 within a time 

span At and let the satellite S\ be set up to perform an avoidance A V maneuver of given magnitude 

along a chosen direction and time before the collision. What is the maneuver direction and instance 

that maximize the close-approach distance between the two objects? 

In order to solve this problem while resorting to analytical expressions as much as possible the 

fol lowing two tasks are accomplished: 

1- Provide simple approximate expressions relating the dynamical state of the two objects near 

the collision events to their minimum approach distance. 

2- Provide simple approximate expressions relating the characteristics of the impulsive maneuver 

(direction and orbit location) to the dynamical state of the two objects near the collision events. 

3- Solve the optimization problem to characterize the optimum A V maneuver and its outcome. 

C O L L I S I O N A V O I D A N C E K I N E M A T I C S 

The kinematics of collision avoidance are analogous to the kinematics of asteroid deflection. 

Previous formulas were derived to obtain the deflection magnitude and minimum orbit intersection 

distance (MOID) between a deflected asteroid and the Earth. Those formulas were restricted to the 

case of planar deflection maneuver and circular approximation for the Earth orbit. We here remove 

such approximations allowing the A V maneuver to be applied along a direction chosen at w i l l and 

by considering two generic elliptical orbits. The only simplifying assumption retained here is that 

the displacement of the maneuvered satellite from the impact point, as a result of the deflection 

action and/or any additional perturbation force, is small relatively to its radial orbital distance. 

Let us employ, f rom now on, the radial position at collision ( r ) as the unit of distance and 1/no 

as the unit of time where no is the angular rate of a circular orbit wi th radius equal to rc: 
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with fi indicating the gravitational parameter of the Earth. 

Let < X,Y, Z > represent an inertial reference system wi th X along the unperturbed orbit 

eccentricity vector of the maneuverable satellite S i , Z orthogonal to the Si orbit plane and Y 

fol lowing the right-hand rule. Let 9 indicate the angle between the X axis and the position of Si 

along the orbit. 

A t the impact event, occurring when 9 = 9C, the non-dimensional position and velocity of the 

unperturbed spacecraft S i wi th respect to < X, Y, Z > can be written as: 

ri = (r cos 9c,r sin 9C,0) , (1) 

v i = (—<?30 s in^ c , Qio + (?3ocos^c, 0) , (2) 

where qio, qso are the generalized Pelaez’ orbital elements, of the init ial S i orbit and can be 

related to the classical orbit eccentricity as: 

yio 

<?30 = 

In addition, the radius r can be written as: 

eo — 
V 1 + eo cos 9C 

1 

V 1 + eo cos 9C 

1 
<?30 (<?30 + <?10 COS 9C) 

The velocity of S2 at impact can be obtained by rotating the velocity of S i by an angle — ir < <f> < 

ir around the normal to S i orbital plane followed by an out-of-plane rotation —ir/2 < tp < ir/2, 

and by rescaling the vector magnitude by a factor % (see Fig 1): 

( [v 1,1 cos (p — vi;2 sin (/>] cos ip 
[f^i sin cf) + 1^2 cos (f)] c o s ^ I , (3) 

||vi|| sint^ 
with: 

X = 71—17) 9 = atani |(vi x V2j_) • Uh, vi • V2_L ; ip = atani (V2j_ x V2) • Ud, V2 • V2_L ; 
llvi|| 

where: 
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Figure 1 . geometrical relation between v 1 and v 2 at collision. 

rl x v l V2_L x u h 
u h = 71 M! v 2 ± = V2 — (V2 ' Uh) Uh; Ud = ; 

| | r l x v l | | llv2_L x u h | | 

By excluding the unlikely case in which v i and V2 are parallel let < x,y,z > represent an inertial 

reference system centered at the S i — S2 impact point and wi th axes directions defined as: 

v \ v \ X v2 
Ux = , Uz = , U„ = Uz X U j . 

\\vi\\ \\vi X v 2 || 

Within a small interval of time A t <C 1 around the impact event, we can consider the motion 

of both objects as uniform rectilinear wi th good approximation. In this hypothesis the trajectories 

of the two bodies are represented by two straight lines in the unperturbed < x,y > plane and 

intersecting wi th each other at the time of the impact. 

I f one assumes a deflection maneuver is applied to S i , its velocity vector at the impact event can 

be considered virtually unchanged wi th respect to the unperturbed case *. Conversely, S i position 

at the impact event w i l l have shifted from the origin of < x, y, z > to the point (5x, 5y, 5z) . Under 

the uniform rectilinear motion assumption, the corresponding shift of S i image in the b-plane of S2 

can be determined wi th simple geometrical considerations as done in the fol lowing. 

First of all, the < £,r),( > b-plane frame centered at S2 is considered. This frame is charac

terized by having the rj axis directed along S i velocity relative to S2, the £ axis in the direction 

opposite to the projection on the b-plane of the velocity of S2 and £ fol lowing the right-hand rule. 

The £ axis, which as shown in the previous reference corresponds to the direction of the minimum 

orbit intersection distance (MOID) , is orthogonal to the geocentric velocity vectors v\ and v2, and 

coincides wi th the previously defined z axis. 

Wi th reference to Fig. (2) the image on the b-plane of a point (5x, 5y, 5z)T obeys: 

£ = —5z 
A r n r n ) ( 4 ) 

Q = —ox sinp — oy cos p 

Typical collision avoidance maneuvers involve velocity changes of the order of m/s, completely negligible when 
compared to their orbital velocity 
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Figure 2. Snapshot of S\ — S2 encounter geometry (x-y plane) after the ACA maneuver 

where 0 < f3 < ir is the angle between the inertial velocity of Si and the velocity of Si relative to 
5*2. 

The total collision miss distance results in: 

p = v £2 + C2- (5) 

One now needs to relate 5x , 5y and 5z to the characteristics of the perturbed orbital motion of 
Si. 

When Si reaches the impact angular position 9C it wil l have accumulated, in the most general 
case, an orbital radius variation 5r, a time delay 5t when compared to its original unperturbed 
trajectory and an out of plane displacement 5w. Because of the uniform rectilinear motion approxi
mation, the accumulated time delay 5t gives rise to a position shift along the velocity vector and its 
contribution can be written as: 

5x' = —Vi5t, (6) 

where vi can be taken as the magnitude of the unperturbed velocity v i at impact, which can be 
computed directly from Eq.(2) as: 

vi = 1w + 2(7io<Z30 cos 6C + <?|0. (7) 

On the other hand, the variations 5r and 5w affect in general all three components of the position 
shift as: 

5x" = 5r(ur • ux) + 5w(uw • ux), (8) 

5y = 5r(ur • uy) + 5w(uw • uy), 

5z = 5r(ur • uz) + 5w(uw • uz), 

(9) 

(10) 

y 

x 
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where: 

u r = (cos 0C, sin 0C, 0) , (11) 

uw = (0, 0,1) , 

By employing Eqs. (2,3) and after some algebraic simplifications Eq. (8) yields: 

,, qio sin#c 
ox = or. 

V\ 

The overall displacement along x is then: 

(12) 

5x = 5x' + 5x". 

Similarly, Eqs. (9,10) can be put in the form: 

(Q30 + cos 9cQio) cosip sin (p 
oy = or + 

vi v 1 ~~ cos2 ip cos2 <j) 

(Q30 + cos ô Qi o) sin ip 
oz = or + 

simp 
y 1 — cos2 ip cos2 <p 

5w, 

cos ip sin <p 

V\ V 1 — COS2 ip COS2 (f) y/l — COS2 ip COS2 (f) 

Grouping the three previous equations together one obtains: 

5w. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

5x 

5y 

5z 

—V\ 

simp 

0 

sin a: sin #c 

cos a sin 6 cos ip 
— — 
y 1 — COS2 ^ COS2 (f) y/l — COS2 ip COS2 0 

cos a: sin ip sin 0 cost/' 

5t 

5r 

5w 

y 1 — cos2 ^ cos2 ^ y l — cos2 ^ cos2 <p 

where a is the flight path angle at collision, which obeys: 

<l30 + qto cos 0c (fao sin#c sina = ; 

Finally the angle f3 can be expressed as: 

cos a = V\ 

cos/? = 
( v i — V2) • Vi 1 — x cos ip cos (p 

lvi|| ||vi — V2II y/i — 2\ cos ip cos (f) + x2 

sin /? = 1 — cos2 fi. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

What is left to compute is the accumulated delay 5t, radial and out of plane variation 5r and 5w 
for Si along the orbit arc 9m — 9C following a given impulsive avoidance maneuver. 

0 
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COLLISION AVOIDANCE DYNAMICS 

Generalized orbital elements variation 

Let us assume a collision avoidance impulsive maneuver is carried out at the orbital position 
(fmy Om) with radial, transverse and out-of-plane impulsive velocity variations AVr, AV$, and AVh, 
respectively. 

The non-dimensional velocity variations: 

(Atv, Av$, Avh) = (AV -̂, AV$, AVh) / 

are all small quantities, as long as the total maneuver AV is small compared to Si orbital velocity. 
One can then express the resulting post-maneuver generalized orbital elements as: 

<?i ~ <?io + QWAVQ + Qir Avr (19) 

<?2 ~ Q2$Av$ + Q2rAvr (20) 

<?3 ~ <?30 + QWAVQ (21) 

The functions Qi can be obtained following from the variational equations of the transverse and 
radial orbital velocity: 

s = so + AVQ = qso + qio cos 9m + Av$ 

and from the relations: 

u = UQ + Atv = qiQ sin 9m + Avr 

Qs = 
rms 

qi = (s — qs) cos 9m + u sin 9m 

(22) 

(23) 

with: 

<?2 = (s — 93) sin 9m — u cos 9m (24) 

>m 
<?30 (<?30 + <?10 COS 9m) 

By substituting Eqs. (22-24) into Eqs. (19-21), expanding in Taylor series for small (Atv , Av$) 
and solving for Qi one finally obtains: 

1 

1 
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„ . (2qso + Qio cos 9m) cos 9m 

Qw \?m) = 7 > 
(130 + qio cos 9m 

Qlr (9m) = S\n9m, 

(2qso + qio cos9m) sm9m 
Q20 (9m) = 

qso + qio cos 9m 

Q2r (9m) = — COS 9m, 

q30 
Qw (dm) = — 

qso + qio cos 9m 

In-plane dynamics: radial shift 

The orbit radius variation of Si at 9 = 9C following the collision avoidance maneuver obeys: 

1 1 
of —— — <?30 (<?30 + <?io cos 9C) qs (53 + qi cos 9C + q2 sin 9C) 

By substituting the first-order expressions of qi derived above one obtains: 

5r ~ Cr$Av$ + CrrAvr, 

where the functions Cj read: 

2qso fl — cos (9C — 9m)] — qio sin (9m) sin (9C — 9m) 
Cr0 = 2 > 

<?30 (<?30 + qw cos 9m) (qso + qio cos 9C) 

sin (9C — 9m) 
^rr = ; T 2 

q30 {qso + qw cos 9C) 

In-plane dynamics: phasing 

The time elapsed along the arc [9m; 9C] can be obtained by integrating the Sundman transforma
tion: 

I a9 
A t = ;r. (25) 

Iff Q?,s 

where: 

s = qs + qi cos 9 + q2 sin 9. 

Eq (25) can be integrated and written in the form: 
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At = Ato + St, 

where Ato is the elapsed time along the initial Keplerian orbit and 5t is the time delay caused by 
the impulsive AV maneuver. 

The termAto follows Kepler´s equation and can be written in terms of the Pelaez’ element set as: 

<?30 (Ec — Em) — q\o (sin Ec — sin Em) 
Ato = 

fe2o-^o)3/2 

with Em,Ec corresponding to the eccentric anomalies at the maneuver and collision location of 
the initial Si orbit. 

After making use of the expressions (19-21) and expanding in Taylor series for small (Av$, Avr) 
the time delay 5t follows: 

with: 

where: 

St = Ct$Av0 + CtrAvr, 

Cte = ry X [KQI (EC — Em) + 
<?30 (<?30 ~~ <?lo) (^30 — <?10 COS Em) 

+K02 (sin Ec — sin Em) + K$s (sin 2EC — sin 2Em) + 

+K04 (cos Ec — cos Em) + Kg$ (cos 2EC — cos 2Em)] 

TS o 12 2 \ 

E-ei = Sqso [q:i0 — qw) 

K02 = — \3q\o — (2<?3o — <?io) (4<?3o cosEm — q\o cos2£'m)l 
2 

TV Q10Q30 / T-n 1 

Kgs = [4(?3o cos Em — q\o [3 + cos 2bm)\ 

K$4 = Q30 ^130 — 2<?io sin_Bm — qioQ30 sin2_Bm 

K$5 = — (4(/ao — 2ql0) s inf i m — qioQ30 sm2Em\ 
4 

and: 
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1 
6( f = 2 x [Kri \EC — Em) + 

<?30 (<?30 ~~ <?lo) (^30 — <?10 COS Em) 

+Kr2 (sin _E"C — sin Em) + i^r3 (sin 2EC — sin 2Em) + 

+i^ r4 (cos -E"c — cos Em) + i^r5 (cos 2_E"C — COS 2Em)\ 

Kri = 3qwq3osinEm 

Kr2 = —2 ((/ao + qio sini^TO 

QioQso 
Krs = sin Em 

KrA = — 2(^30 (<?30 COS -E"TO — q\o) 

r^ y io / 
E-r5 = — (<?30 cos Em — qio) . 

2 

Out-of-plane dynamics: phasing 

The out of plane motion is decoupled from the planar one and can be described with sufficient 
accuracy by linearizing the gravitational acceleration (Lawden’s Equations). 

A closed form analytical solution of the out-of-plane Lawden’s equation can be found by using 
the true anomaly as independent variable as done by Yamanaka-Ankersen. From that reference, 
and indicating with po the initial orbital parameter, the dimensional out-of-plane displacement can 
be written as: 

[ 
V 

Pn s m ($c — Qm) 
AZ = — — AK/j, 

/x (1 + eo cos 9m) (1 + eo cos 9C) 

and after re-scaling the different quantities according to the present non-dimensionalization one 
obtains: 

q 
Aw = sm wc — 0m) Avh 

Q30 + Qio cos 0m 
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M A N E U V E R O P T I M I Z A T I O N 

In this section three numerical examples of collision avoidance w i l l be considered, the first based 

on the 2009 Iridium-Cosmos collision, the second based on a highly elliptical orbit (e=0.99) for 

the maneuverable satellite and the third involving a near head-on collision. The examples w i l l be 

employed to study the optimum maneuver direction and orbit location in order to maximize the 

collision miss distance. A test of the accuracy of the proposed analytical formulation w i l l also be 

conducted. 

The radial, transverse and out-of-plane component of the maneuver velocity vector can be con

veniently expressed as: 

AVr = AV cos 7 sin (a + a) 

AV$ = AV cos 7 cos (a + a) 

AVh = A F sin 7 

where a is the flight path angle, a is the in-plane rotation, opposite to the orbit angular momen

tum, of the maneuver velocity vector wi th respect to tangent to the orbit, and 7 is the subsequent 

rotation along the out-of-plane direction. 

I r id ium-Cosmos collision 

The 2009 Iridium-Cosmos collision took place on February 10 2009 and saw the active Ir idium 

33 spacecraft impacting the disabled Cosmos 2251 satellite at roughly 788.6 km altitude above 

Siberia. After considering Ir idium 33 as the maneuverable spacecraft (Si ) and processing the two-

line elements data available from Space-Track one can derive all the necessary parameters (see table 

1) to evaluate the outcome of a possible collision avoidance maneuver. The maximum achievable 

deflection is plotted in Fig 3 and can be obtained wi th the optimal control AV orientation plotted in 

Fig 4. The results confirm the known fact that the optimal maneuver orientation is nearly tangential 

when applied more than one orbit before the impact and far from tangential when applied during 

the last orbit (see for instance3). The difference in achievable miss distance when comparing a 

tangential and optimal maneuver is in any case relatively small (Fig. 5). 

A comparison between the present analytical formulation and a ful l numerical analysis shows a 

negligible error (less than 0 .1% in this case) (see Fig. 6). 

Table 1. Iridium-Cosmos encounter geometry. Here I r id ium is the maneuverable satellite (S\). 

ao(km) 

7155.8 

eo 

9 v 1 0 - ^ 

(/>(deg) 

180.0 

•0(deg) 

77.5 

#c(deg) 

-16.85 

X 

1.0 

Highly eccentric orbit 

A collision avoidance based on a highly eccentric orbit (e=0.95) for the maneuverable spacecraft 
is now considered, whose characteristics are listed in table 2. The maximum achievable deflection 
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Figure 3. Maximum achievable miss distance (km) as a function of the maneuver 
separation arc for the Iridium-Cosmos collision (Table 1). A AV maneuver of 1 m/s 
is assumed. 
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Figure 4. Optimal maneuver direction angles relative to Fig 3. 
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Figure 5. Miss distance (see Fig 3) obtained with optimal and tangential maneuver direction. 
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Figure 6. Relative error (%) of the present analytical formulation for the computation 
of the miss distance (Fig 3). A high-accuracy numerical integration is employed for 
the comparison. 
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Figure 7. Maximum achievable miss distance (km) as a function of the maneuver 
separation arc for the high-eccentricity collision (Table 2). A V maneuver of 1 cm/s 
is assumed. 

plot of Fig. (7) highlights the importance of performing the maneuver near periapsis, as it is well 
known. Also, and similarly to the Iridium-Cosmos example, the optimal maneuver orientation is 
nearly tangential when applied more than one orbit before the impact and far from tangential when 
applied during the last orbit (Fig. (8)). The difference in achievable miss distance when comparing 
a tangential and optimal maneuver is again relatively small but more significant for a maneuver 
performed during the last orbit (Fig. 9). 

A comparison between the present analytical formulation and a full numerical analysis shows a 
negligible error (less than 1% in this case) (see Fig. 10). 

Table 2. Highly eccentric orbit encounter geometry. 

ao(km) 

133560.0 km 

eo 

0.95 

(/>(deg) 

180.0 

•0(deg) 

77.5 

9c(deg) 

0 

X 
1.0 
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Figure 8. Optimal maneuver direction angles relative to Fig 7. 
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Figure 9. Miss distance (see Fig 7) obtained with optimal and tangential maneuver direction. 
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Figure 10. Relative error (%) of the present analytical formulation for the computa
tion of the miss distance (Fig 7). A high-accuracy numerical integration is employed 
for the comparison. 
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Figure 11. Maximum achievable miss distance (km) as a function of the maneuver 
separation arc for the high-eccentricity collision (Table 2). A AV maneuver of 1 cm/s 
is assumed. 

Near head-on coll ision 

The last example is based on a near head-on collision between two nearly circular orbits. This 
particular example is very relevant to the current LEO environment characterized by two large sun-
synchronous spacecraft populations around 98 and 82 degrees inclination. When such condition 
occurs the phasing term and its secular increase can no longer be exploited and the total deflection 
is dominated by the (non-secular) orbit radius variation, which are maximized when the maneuver 
is executed (n+1/2) orbits before the impact. Fig. (11) highlights this aspect and the higher cost of 
a collision avoidance maneuver when applied to near head-on collisions. The optimum maneuver 
orientation (Fig. (12)) shows an interesting structure although under optimal maneuver phasing the 
velocity variation vector is practically tangent to the orbit (see also Fig. (13)). Finally, even in this 
case the proposed analytical formulation exhibits negligible error as seen in Fig (14). 

Table 3. Near head-on collision 

ao(km) 

7155.8 

eo 
9 v 1 0 - ^ 

(/>(deg) 

180.0 

•0(deg) 

2.0 

#c(deg) 

-16.85 

X 
1.0 

CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of optimal impulsive collision avoidance between two spacecraft in generic Keple-
rian orbits has been investigated. Very accurate and relatively simple analytical expressions have 
been provided to compute the impact miss distance given the characteristics of the orbit of the 
maneuverable spacecraft, the encounter geometry and the maneuver characterization (magnitude, 
orientation and phasing). The expressions show negligible errors even for extreme conditions (very 
high eccentricity orbits). Based on these expressions a full three-dimensional optimization of the 
delta-V impulse direction has been conducted. Tangential maneuvers are seen to be near optimal 
when sufficient warning time is available (more than 1 orbit) but the optimum maneuver phasing is 
highly dependent on the type of orbit and conjunction geometry. 
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Figure 12. Optimal maneuver direction angles relative to Fig 11. 
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Figure 13. Miss distance (see Fig 11) obtained with optimal and tangential maneuver direction. 
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Figure 14. Relative error (%) of the present analytical formulation for the computa
tion of the miss distance (Fig 11). A high-accuracy numerical integration is employed 
for the comparison. 
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